These Brooklyn brewers have built a strong female-focused following, bringing new customers to craft beer through targeted outreach, smart and welcoming interior design, helpful and engaging service, and beer that everyone can enjoy.
NEW AND NOTABLE

Fresh and innovative products from the best manufacturers in the business

FERMENTIS SAFBREW™ BR-8
SafBrew™ BR-8 is the first Brettanomyces bruxellensis yeast available to brewers in a dry microgranular format. It offers all the flavor benefits of “wild” Brett yeast but with more control and reliability, eliminating the risk of over-carbonation and gushing after bottling. SafBrew™ BR-8 produces phenolic compounds that create a distinctive finishing touch that evolves over time as the beer is aged.

fermentis.com/en/product/safbrew-br-8

AMERICAN CANNING AT-6 FILLER/SEAMER CANNING MACHINE
American Canning is poised to debut their latest canning machine at CBC 2023. Preview the AT-6, six-head atmospheric filler/seamer and start planning how you can package more than 50 CPM by Q3. Ultra-compact, cost-effective, quality machinery for craft.

ecosystem.americancanning.com/at-6

CRATECRAFT CRATE AND COVER
From the brainchild of award-winning (and tree-hugging) brewer Steve Luke of Cloudburst Brewing comes a reusable, multistackable beer crate for 16 oz cans made from 100% recycled plastic. Reduce your cardboard waste, save some money, and ease the can shuffling burden—CrateCraft is your friend.

cratecraft.biz
CMG FILSON VEST GOLD MEDAL PROGRAM
Country Malt Group is here to support you in your craft journey, cheer you on, and celebrate with you in your successes! We’re continuing the congratulations by awarding Filson vests to breweries that win gold at World Beer Cup using Great Western Malting or Canada Malting Co. products. bit.ly/VestsCMG

XTRATUF LEGACY NXT
The Legacy NXT features a brand-new, form-fitting last with expanded room in the calf and ankle. We also added a dual-density midsole for all-day comfort. True to our Legacy DNA, the NXT is 100% waterproof, resistant to acids, chemicals, and contaminants, and comes with our nonmarking, slip-resistant Chevron outsole. xtratuf.com/xtratuf-legacy-nxt-mens-15-inch-waterproof-rubber/MNXT900.html

NZ HOPS LTD. NECTARON®, NELSON SAUVIN®. HOIARAKA, MOTUEKA®. SUPERDELIC®, AND MANY MORE
We are a cooperative of master growers, built on family values, whose legend and cultivars have been crafted for more than 150 years with creativity and passion, aiming to be the most revered supplier of hops to the world. From our humble beginnings, we have grown into a strong and prominent primary industry in New Zealand that exports worldwide. nhops.co.nz/collections/new-zealand-hops

CHR. HANSEN SMARTBEV™ NEER®
Beer is crafted in the brewery. SmartBever™ NEER® is a tool that enables you to create your perfect AFB (< 0.05% ABV) or NAB (< 0.5% ABV). By managing the conditions, you can control how NEER® behaves to yield different flavor profiles and alcohol levels (all the way down to 0.0%). Save energy, save time, and optimize capacity in production with NEER®, which offers a shorter fermentation time and a 30–65% reduction in raw malt chr-hansen.com

IMPROVE EFFICIENCY WITH BREWMATION’S MASH PRESS
Our mash press will increase your extraction efficiency, double your throughput, and reduce the length of your brew day. Produce the same volume of wort using 10–20% less grain and 20–40% less water, or produce 10% more wort per batch at your current gravity. Let’s explore what’s possible. Reach out now to learn more. brewmation.com/brewing/mash-press

PAKTECH LAUNCHES NEW CCA MICROPAK APPLICATOR
Scale your business with PakTech’s new CCA MicroPak applicator. The MicroPak can apply PakTech QuadPak or 6Pak Can Carrier handles to standard-size beverage cans at a rate up to 60 cans per minute. paktech-opi.com/applicators/cca-micropak
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BREWW LAUNCHES AUTOMATED SALES TAX CALCULATION ON INVOICES
Brewy software has released fully automated U.S. sales tax calculation, covering all city, county, state, and where applicable special district rates, saving breweries significant time when calculating customer invoices. breww.com

SPONSORED CONTENT
HOP REVOLUTION BREAKING NEW GROUND WITH CGX™ TECHNOLOGY
Hop Revolution’s innovative new partnership with Crosby Hops™ aligns perfectly with their craft ethos of collaboration. First-in-market availability of CGX™ Cryogenic Lupulin Pellets is guaranteed to raise the quality bar for New Zealand hop varieties with access to this cutting-edge technology. Hop Revolution varieties available in CGX™ include Nelson Sauvin™, Riwaka™, Motueka™, and Pacific Sunrise™.

CODI MANUFACTURING TCA-200 “THE CARRIER APPLICATOR”
Whether you want to apply PakTech’s Can Carrier, Roberts Polyprop Craft-pak, or Graphic Packaging’s EnviroClip, the Codi TCA-200 easily applies 4-pack and 6-pack carriers together on a single system.

tabski.com

I DRINKTAINER FILLING EXPANSION
O-I has entered a partnership allowing Drinktainer, a glass wide-mouth container, to be filled for retail application. This co-filling capability helps brands disrupt the shelf while delivering the full flavor and aroma of carefully crafted beverages. Learn more about this opportunity at CBC Nashville, May 8–10.

glass-catalog.com/na-en/innovations/drinktainer

TABSKI QR CODE ORDERING
Eliminate customer wait times by enabling them to order and pay using their phones. This not only reduces labor costs, but it also boosts profits, tips, and overall customer satisfaction. In fact, you can expect an immediate 30% surge in check size by adopting this approach.
tabski.com
BSG is proud to partner with Hopsteiner, with the unique and exciting varieties from their hop-breeding program enhancing our comprehensive portfolio of ingredients for craft brewers. Bravo™, Calypso™, Lemondrop™, Lotus™, and Sultana™ available now! bsgcraftbrewing.com/hopsteiner